Civil Engineering Department Will Give New Course

L. J. Savage and R. S. Lurieannce To Conduct New Course

"Design of High Munitary Dams," is the title of a new course to be offered next semester under the. title of Civil Engineering. It will include a detailed discussion of many of the larger dams in the country. Enrollment in the course should be within the boundaries of all new students.

Civil Engineering Department will give a new course under the title of "Design of High Munitary Dams." The course will be taught by L. J. Savage and R. S. Lurieannce.

Fencing Tryouts for Olympics to be Held

Seven Teams Entered Here For Contest Next Month

At a meeting of the Olympic committee of the B.A.A., it was decided that the Olympic Fencing Tryouts will be held in Boston, and should prove to be a big success. The selection of the participants will be based on a variety of criteria, including skill and potential for success. The Tryouts will be held on February 18th, and will be open to all interested individuals.

In addition to focusing on local clubs and schools, the committee will do its best to ensure that the standards set for the B.A.A. are met. The Tryouts will be held at Harvard and Boston universities, and the successful competitors will be chosen from the pool of applicants. The Tryouts will be held on February 18th, and should prove to be a big success.
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INSTITUTE SQUASH COACH WON TITLE FOR THREE YEARS

Summer's Retention This Year Considers Squash To Technology

SQUASH SIX YEARS OLD

Squash First Considered For Technology Early In Spring of 1926

Jack Summers, Institute squash coach, it may be, will always be remembered as the first University Professional Squash Racquets Champion, successfully against the formidable opposition of Jack A. Lynch, University squash champion, and Sbrega of the Union Boat Club for the past eleven years as professional. Mr. Summers' Retention This Year could instill in the student body a desire for the coveted title of National Professional Squash Racquets Champion; after which time he could probably have licked them, anyway.

For all those who are interested in seeing Technology teams win, the Clark aggregation has won was over their own managers, or waterboys, or anyone. On account of the limited space that must have been the Alumni, but a great team of waterboys could probably have licked them, anyway.

Summer's Retention This Year could make them complete- someone who could probably have licked them, anyway. Summer's Retention This Year...
TRIALS HELD FOR RELAY TEAMS SHOW BRIGHT PROSPECTS

Abundance of Material on Hand For Three Days of Two-Mile Teams

As a result of the trials held last Saturday, Coach Oscar Hedin found that his two-mile team had a material abundance of material on hand for the trial. It is true that a few of the runners were not in top form, and of these six were members of last year's upperclassmen teams. Of the four freshmen who make up the four members of the freshman team of the Class of 1934.

Leading veterans of the team are Johnny Johnson and Bill Hall, and Roy Rose. Of the three mentioned, Rose is the one who showed the best form thus far.

Last Year's Freshman Team

Competition is, however, being made suitable with the addition of Ben Eunice, Earl Lockhart, Walter Whitby and Charles Hall, who have come up from last year's freshman team and show great promise of running on the team. The Freshman team is, unfortunately, not quite as well mentored as the Sophomore team, which always has a few fast runners. The Sophomores, for example, show the best form today, with reading men on the squad and has a few very fast runners.

Kemps' most dangerous rival is Bob Moe, who has given Jack a hard battle and this year is expected to trim his mightily opponent.

Other members of the team are Bob Mackey and Prentis Blandford, who are a worthy and John Vanderly and J. Duck Smith, who are men of the first order. Besides these, there are a few men in the Freshman team who show promise of running on the varsity team and are expected to be a factor in the trials.

The Senior team is well pleased with the new men who have joined the team this year and shows great promise of running in the future.

Options Offered to Freshmen in English Courses

Cultural Subjects Are No Longer Ignored in Freshman Curriculums

Virtually an examination into the question of whether cultural subjects are included in the Freshman English course. An examination of the syllabus of the Freshman English course for the present year shows that the Freshman English course offers a selection of options in the field of cultural subjects.

One of the most important changes in the Freshman English course is the inclusion of a selection of options in the field of cultural subjects. This change is an important step in the advancement of the Freshman English course, as it shows that the Freshman English course is taking a more active role in the education of its students.
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The Freshman English course has been greatly improved by the inclusion of a selection of options in the field of cultural subjects. This change is an important step in the advancement of the Freshman English course, as it shows that the Freshman English course is taking a more active role in the education of its students.
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